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Dear customers, dear readers
In 1944 when Edy Bucher joined the firm of his father, Arnold Bucher, it sold
leather- and floor-care products under the REX brand. “Junior” was quick to see
the sales potential that the rise of the automobile would bring. Thus REX was

REPORT
12	Preparing chainsaws for
woodcutting competitions

appended to the word MOTO so that, as of 1947, the first lubricants were sold
under the name MOTOREX. Now, over 70 years later, the MOTOREX brand and
the products sold under it are known and sought-after on all continents. The
company is still family-owned – currently by the fourth generation.
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16	Spray production doubles
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To make the Swiss operation even more efficient and agile, the three Swiss
companies active in the MOTOREX-BUCHER group are being amalgamated
with effect from January 1, 2021: Thus the parent company and production

INDUSTRY
18	High-end medical technology
with MOTOREX from A to Z

center BUCHER AG LANGENTHAL (automotive), MOTOREX AG (industry) and
MOTOREX-TOPTECH AG (workshop installations) have been merged to form
MOTOREX AG. Together with the MOTOREX companies in Germany, Austria,
France, Sweden, Poland and the US, they now form MOTOREX-BUCHER
GROUP AG.
To seize new opportunities in these challenging times, entrepreneurial fitness
is more important than ever. An example of this is the MOTOREX protective

POWERSPORTS
20	Bike Line cooperation
with Shimano Europe

customers’ needs, it combines certified safety with the functionality and reliability that characterize MOTOREX products. There’s also plenty afoot at the
moment in the fiercely contested hydraulic fluids segment. On pages 8 to 11
you can read about the solutions that MOTOREX has developed to meet the
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and hygiene range that we brought out in record time. Perfectly matching our

With Konrad on the steep slopes

dauntingly wide range of requirements in this area. And our cooperation with
Shimano Europe will undoubtedly meet with astute interest on the part of the
cycling community.
Wishing you an interesting read
Yours truly
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MOTOREX IN THE

NEWS
DEVELOPED TOGETHER WITH PRO RACERS
FOR OPTIMUM AIR FLOW
SUITABLE FOR ALL FOAM FILTERS
READILY BIODEGRADABLE

PROVEN PRODUCTS – NEW NAMES
Through racing and collaboration with air filter manufacturer Twin Air™, MOTOREX has developed comprehensive
expertise in caring for air filters. To make them even quicker and easier to identify and use, MOTOREX air filter products now have new names. Both products preserve the filter structure, and their ready biodegradability makes them
exceptionally sustainable. Proven product features with new names – because the engine needs a perfectly cleaned
and oiled air filter to breathe freely.

MOTOREX RACING BIO AIR FILTER CLEANER

MOTOREX RACING BIO AIR FILTER OIL

(formerly RACING BIO DIRT REMOVER)

(formerly RACING BIO LIQUID POWER)

An air filter cleaner in powder form, specially

Oiling the dry filter protects the engine from

developed for reusable foam air filters. Just add

contamination by sand, dust and water.

hot water for a highly efficient cleaner.

FIRST FILL
FOR GASGAS
The strategic collaboration between
MOTOREX and Spanish motorcycle
brand GasGas underscores MOTOREX’s
competency as an original equipment supplier in the motor
cycle market. In addition to racing activities, the collaboration
also includes first filling of all GasGas production motorcycles
with quality MOTOREX lubricants. The company’s Europe-
wide presence and three production sites (Switzerland,
France, and Poland) are a key asset in making this possible.
For example, MOTOREX Trial Gear Oil 75W is made in
Toulon, France and shipped directly to the GasGas assembly
plant in Salt near Girona, Spain. Short delivery routes,
quick availability and top-quality product features keep
production at GasGas humming as smoothly as a
perfectly tuned engine. www.gasgas.com
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NOW AVAILABLE
IN 250-ML CONTAINERS:
RACING FORK OIL AND
RACING SHOCK OIL
Adjusting telescopic forks and shock absorbers for motorbikes and bicycles is an exact
science. To make the job easier, MOTOREX supplies Racing Fork Oil and Racing Shock Oil
in six different viscosities: SAE 2.5W, 4W, 5W, 7,5W, 10W and 15W. The fine granularity
of the viscosity classes permits full compliance with the fork or motorbike manufac
turers’ specifications as well as allowing telescopic forks to be adapted precisely to
individual requirements. MOTOREX takes all this into account with its new, compact
250-ml container. The background: forks or shock absorbers require quite different
oil-filling amounts, depending on the manufacturer and model. 1-liter containers often
prove to be too large when filling up with fresh oil or – as in the case of the KTM 1090
Adventure with its 570 milliliters per fork rod – rather too small. The new 250-ml container is the solution: it gives you precisely the right amount of oil. What’s more, it gives
bikers more room for maneuver when doing their own fine-tuning.

LABEL-FREE
MACHINING OIL :
SWISSCUT DECO EX
The fewer hazard symbols a product
has, the safer and easier it is to use.
The new MOTOREX Swisscut Deco EX
machining fluid is free of labels under
the GHS (Globally Harmonized System
of Classification and Labeling of
Chemicals). It is ideal for traditional
applications such as turning, milling,
and reaming and for a wide variety
of materials including stainless steel,
beryllium, copper, and brass.
Interested in putting the benefits
of Swisscut Deco EX to use at your
plant? The human- and environment-friendly cutting oil will be
available in the spring of 2021. Your
MOTOREX partner will be glad to
provide further information.

HIGH-TEMPERATURE ASSEMBLY PASTE WITH CERAMIC
MOTOREX Ceramic Paste prevents sticking and seizing of highly thermally
stressed parts. Unlike conventional copper pastes, Ceramic Paste contains no
metals, making it electrically non-conducting. The specialty lubricant is ideal
for applications such as turbines, ABS braking systems, etc. which can be
subject to current leaks or static charges. A further benefit is prevention of
contact corrosion in metallic fastenings such as exhaust screws, spark
plugs, brake components, heat exchangers, and in combination with stainless
steels. Screws and nuts treated with MOTOREX Ceramic Paste are
noticeably easier to loosen later. 100 g tube.
HEAT RESISTANT ( - 50 °C TO + 1150 °C)
P ROTECTS AGAINST CORROSION
P REVENTS OXIDATION AND CORROSION
NO ELECTROLYTIC REACTIONS
HIGHLY ADHESIVE
SALTWATER-RESISTANT
ELECTRICALLY NON-CONDUCTING
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WHAT’S NEW

MOTOREX CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS

SYSTEMATIC ALLAROUND PROTECTION
Consistently observing safety precautions is a key success factor in fighting the
coronavirus pandemic. MOTOREX is doing its part by expanding its range of protective
and sanitary products. These currently include disinfectants as well as the “Touch Free”
contactless fluid dispenser.
6

“ TOUCH FREE” -DISPENSER
The “Touch Free” sensor-controlled disinfectant, fluid,

As a specialist in the development and production of

and gel dispenser is an essential tool in effectively com-

chemical engineering products, MOTOREX has been

bating coronavirus. By dispensing a precise quantity

producing disinfectants for over ten years. Our hand

without the need for physical touch, the device pre-

disinfectant (Desicid) and surface disinfectant (Plani-

vents contact infection, or the spread of pathogens

cid) have proven useful since the beginning of the

through a chain of contacts. Easy refilling with a

coronavirus pandemic and are winning new custom-

capacity of 1.2 liters. Suitable for wall mounting or

ers every day. So far over half a million liters have been

other installation options via accessories such as a

produced and delivered. The disinfectants have official

table base or pedestal. Setup in minutes. Battery-pow-

approval from public health authorities in Switzer-

ered; no need to plug into a wall socket.

land, Germany, Austria, France, and Sweden. •

MOTOREX DESICID
Since many pathogens are spread by the hands, hand
hygiene is an especially important factor in preventing
infection. MOTOREX Desicid hand disinfectant breaks
the infection chain. PEG-7-glyceryl is not only exceptionally gentle on the skin, it also has a pleasant scent
of apples. Compatible with the “Touch Free” dispenser.
5 l, 1 l, 100 ml

MOTOREX PLANICID
Professional surface disinfecting is essential for
slowing the spread of germs (bacteria and viruses) on
everyday objects such as door handles, banisters,
stanchions, counters, desks, etc. MOTOREX Planicid is
a highly effective surface disinfectant and streakfree cleaner. Free of artificial colors and scents.
5 l, 1 l, 500 ml pump atomizer

KIWI LIQUID SOAP
A skin-neutral pH value and the BioLipide® oil replenishment system make this mild, softly kiwi-scented
liquid soap gentle on the skin and nurturing for the
hands. Compatible with the “Touch Free” dispenser.
5l

For more information just contact
your MOTOREX representative or visit
www.motorex.com/chemical
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ECOSYNT HYDRAULIC FLUIDS

POWER IN GREEN
For over 25 years MOTOREX has offered a compelling range of
high-quality, readily biodegradable hydraulic fluids. Through
continual improvement and increasing international sales successes, these products – formerly marketed under the name Oekosynt
– have evolved to become the current MOTOREX Ecosynt line. The
line consists of four application-specific hydraulic oils. Product
benefits such as simplified switching from standard hydraulic oils
to the new Ecosynt HEPR or up to five times longer service life
with Ecosynt HEES are results that make Ecosynt hydraulic fluids
from MOTOREX a powerful alternative.

8

Using readily biodegradable hydraulic fluids can sig-

diverse range of uses, the biodegradability charac-

nificantly reduce negative environmental impacts

teristics of hydraulic fluids are precisely standard-

in case of leakage. Especially in mobile applications

ized by regulations such as DIN 51 524 Hydraulic

(construction, forestry, farming, alpine operations

Fluids, DIN ISO 15 380 Environmentally Acceptable

etc.), losing fluid from a detached hose or similar in-

Hydraulic Fluids and OECD 301 (A through F) for

cident is no rare occurrence. Given their extremely

biodegradability.

HYDRAULICS
READILY BIODEGRADABLE
Biological decomposition takes place with the aid of
bacteria, heat, and oxygen. In the first stage, fragments
of the original material are produced. These can remain
hazardous to the environment and must be further
broken down into water, carbon dioxide, and biomass in
the second stage. The natural end products are neutral
with respect to the environment. Unlike CEC-L-33-A-93
and CEC-L-103-12, the OECD test analyzes the complete
decomposition of lubricants into harmless basic molecules. The test process includes a special check for impacts to water (aquatic toxicity). All MOTOREX Ecosynt
hydraulic oils meet or exceed the minimum requirements of OECD 301 B: they biodegrade completely and
rapidly.

OVERVIEW OF BIODEGRADABILITY
MEETS PRIMARY
DEGR ADATION

METHODS/STANDARDS/ENVIRONMENTAL SYMBOL

MEETS FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

European EcoLabel ( EEL )
( RM * > 50 % )
Blue Angel (BE)
RAL UZ 178 **
Standard: ISO 15380
OECD 301 B

> 60 %***

CEC-L-103-12
CEC-L-33-A-93

≥ 80 %***

Standard: ISO 6743-4

= obsolete standard
= no information regarding biodegradability

* RM = renewable material inputs, ** As of June 2015, ***min. decomposition after 28 days
DIN = Deutsche Industrie Norm (German Industrial Standard)
CEC = Coordinating European Council
OECD = Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development

INFORMATIVE TESTS

and cools engines operating at pressures of over 400 bar
at the same time.
Periodic checking of MOTOREX Ecosynt hydraulic fluids
using standardized tests consistently shows that they
far exceed the minimum requirements. Below: results of

um
im

not only transmits hydraulic forces, it also lubricates

TAN CEILING

in

products and improving existing ones. A hydraulic fluid

MOTO

M

provide important parameters when developing new

OXIDATION STABILITY TEST according to ASTM D943
TAN (TOTAL ACID NUMBER)

Findings from research and from real-world experience
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er v ice

TAN AT START

The superior technical performance of the high-quality MOTOREX Ecosynt HEES 46 is
demonstrated by the TOST (Turbine Oil Oxidation Test/dry).

recent testing of MOTOREX Ecosynt HEES (Hydraulic oil
Environmental Ester Synthetic/synthetic, saturated, and

MOTOREX Ecosynt HEES

Standard :
Maximum wear limit

Standard :
Maximum wear limit

WEIGHT LOSS

MOTOREX Ecosynt HEES

MECHANICAL VICKERS PUMP TEST according to DIN 51 386-2 (250 h)

unsaturated esters).

RING

VANE

In the Vickers pump test over 250 hours, MOTOREX Ecosynt HEES 46 outperforms the
maximum wear tolerance values.

FZG gear tension test: Gears are operated in an oil bath and tested
for wear and tear under standardized load conditions.
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MOTOREX Ecosynt HEES

© Strama-MPS, Straubing/D

Standard
requirement

LOAD LEVEL

LOAD BEARING CAPACITY TEST according to DIN ISO 14635-1

In the FZG gear tension test, MOTOREX Ecosynt HEES 46 exceeds the required standard
equivalent to the load bearing capacity of a good transmission fluid!

9

HYDRAULICS CONTINUED

www.blauer-engel.de/uz178

 EETS BLUE ANGEL ENVIRONMENTAL
M
REQUIREMENTS
HIGH OXIDATION STABILITY – SUITABLE
FOR EXTENDED USE
CONSERVES RESOURCES, THEREBY
CUTTING CO 2 EMISSIONS

MOTOREX ECOSYNT HEES BE
MOTOREX Ecosynt HEES BE products are readily biodegradable hydraulic
oils based on renewable raw materials. The saturated ester fluids obtained
from these materials exceed the OECD 301 B biodegradability standard.
The BE (Blue Angel) certification recognizes conformity with the highest
environmental requirements. The zinc-free additive package promises
lubricant reliability and excellent shear stability at both high and very low
operating temperatures.

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
PRODUCT

MOTOREX
ECOSYNT HEES/BE

ECOWORK
HEES

ECOSYNT
HEPR

Service life







High-temperature performance







Low-temperature performance






> 200 °C

Flash point

> 250 °C

> 220 °C

Biodegradability







Elastomer compatibility





Water compatibility


0





Oxidation properties







Shear stability







Mineral oil switch







green

green

blue







BA / SS

SS

–

Color
OECD 301 Bdegradability
Ecolabels

 = excellent  = very good  = good 0 = no hazard
BA = Blue Angel SS = Swedish Standard

MOTOREX ECOSYNT HEES
MOTOREX Ecosynt HEES products are readily biodegradable hydraulic
oils based on renewable raw materials. The saturated ester fluids obtained
from these materials exceed the OECD 301 B biodegradability standard.
The perfectly tuned zinc-free additive package guarantees maximum
lubricant reliability over a broad temperature range and over the fluid’s
entire service life.

 ERY LONG SERVICE LIFE
V
E
 XCELLENT SEAL AND
MATERIAL COMPATIBILITY
E XCELLENT TEMPERATURE-VISCOSITY
BEHAVIOR

The MOTOREX
hydraulic oil range

10

 IODEGRADABLE PAO OIL
B
CONFORMING TO OECD 301 B
MISCIBLE AND COMPATIBLE WITH
BOTH MINERAL AND HEES OILS
TOLERANT OF FOREIGN OILS, E.G.
WHEN CHANGING ATTACHMENTS

NEW

MOTOREX ECOSYNT HEPR

MOTOREX Ecosynt HEPR hydraulic oils based on PAO (polyalphaolefines)
are innovative new hydraulic oils, readily biodegradable in accordance with
OECD 301 B, using PAOs obtained from mineral oil. With Ecosynt HEPR
MOTOREX makes it easy to switch to an environmentally friendly hydraulic
oil. The product is miscible with both mineral and HEES oils. The zinc-free
additive package guarantees lubricant reliability and excellent shear
stability at both high and very low operating temperatures.

MOTOREX Ecosynt HEES products
feature high compatibility with
HEES-compatible sealing materials.

MOTOREX ECOWORK HEES*
MOTOREX Ecowork HEES products are readily biodegradable hydraulic oils
based on renewable raw materials. The unsaturated ester fluids obtained
from these materials exceed the OECD 301 B biodegradability standard.
The zinc-free additive package guarantees maximum lubricant reliability
over a broad temperature range and over the fluid’s entire time in use.
*

This product is not available on all markets

 EST BIODEGRADABILITY
B
IDEAL FOR USUAL SERVICE LIFE
AND OIL-CHANGE INTERVALS
OPTIMUM PRICE-PERFORMANCEQUALITY RELATIONSHIP

© Hulthéns Service & Hydraulik AB
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REPORT

COMPETITION CHAINSAWS

SHARPENED
UP
In logging competitions, the difference between victory
and defeat lies in precision, quality, and speed. But skill and
strong nerves are not enough. This is a sport where the
equipment makes a small but crucial difference. Hanspeter
Felder has been preparing competition chainsaws for
Husqvarna® and Stihl® for years. The hand-picked saws
are used by competitors throughout Europe. MOTOREX
paid Felder a visit.

12

© Carol Fuchs

“Why Hanspeter Felder?” Anyone who’s come to
know this single-minded mechanic will understand
why two renowned chainsaw manufacturers have
chosen him to prepare saws for competition. In 1977
Felder founded a forestry and gardening equipment
dealership in Emmen near Lucerne, Switzerland.
Since then thousands of chainsaws, all malfunctioning in bigger or smaller ways, have crossed his workbench. Once mended in Felder’s capable hands, these

Hanspeter Felder in his element.

saws have gone on to slice through the toughest oak
trunks as if they were chipboard.

THE FELDER TREATMENT
INTERNSHIP IN SWEDEN

Hanspeter is cagey with the details of transforming

In the late 1990s Felder’s daughter Yvonne served

a Husqvarna® 572 XP into a keen competition saw …

an internship in Sweden with Bernd Karlson,

Secret or not, there are only so many components

head of sales for Husqvarna®. When the experi-

that could be modified to yield potential perfor-

ence prompted her to take part in logging

mance gains. According to the rules, only standard

sports, Hanspeter Felder put his abilities to

parts with an official factory part number can be

use and began preparing competition saws.

modified. Hanspeter gives the following competition

He proved so good at it that he was soon

saw components a bigger bite:

supplying modified saws to competitors

• piston and cylinder

throughout Switzerland and beyond. Close

• carburetor

collaboration with sporting saw special-

• exhaust

ists in Sweden has led to steady improve-

• ignition

ments in the saws. Since Felder also sells

(factory-programmed according to specifications)

Stihl® products in his shop, many of the

• guide bar

German manufacturer’s saws have also

• case cover

undergone his tune-up process.

• additional optimizations

MODIFICATIONS TO COMPETITION SAWS
Improved
air filter

Performanceoptimized piston
and cylinder

Performanceoptimized muffler

Spiked bumper

Coated clutch
cover

MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 119
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Optimized chain
tensioning system

Special bolts with
raised nuts

Performance-optimized
ignition and carburetor
control

Vibration dampeners
Hand starter with
raised line of sight

13

REPORT CONTINUED

The family
business also
works on
crankcases.

The moment
of truth:
measuring a
competition
saw’s performance on the
test bench.
Whether in competition or in the forest, MOTOREX
ASPEN (left piston) performs better and burns cleaner.

PERFORMANCE ISN’T EVERYTHING
Felder knows how to coax significant performance

blade with minimal vibration. If uncontrolled vibra-

gains from a 572 XP WLC. But he’s quick to add, “Per-

tions occur in competition up to 18,000 RPM, the

formance is important, but it’s not everything.” Com-

necessary precision is out the window. A glance at

petition saws must also be perfectly balanced and

the competition scoring system reveals just how

precisely responsive, deliver full power in the blink

much precision is involved in logging sports.

of an eye, and most of all drive the chain around the

In their father’s
footsteps: these
days Felder’s four
sons (r. to l.: Dani,
Werni, Pirmin,
and Peter) run the
business.

14

Changing the chain in less than 8.5 seconds:
Marc Rinaldi training before a competition.

© Carol Fuchs

“Lighter, handier,
more powerful
– we’d recognize
our competition
saws with
our eyes closed.”
© Carol Fuchs

The brothers Philipp and Urs Amstutz. Both were prepared to enter the canceled 2020 world championship with a Felder saw.

ONCE ON THE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP PODIUM
The best lumberjacks all dream of competing, once

cludes every machine bearing the distinctive H on

in their lives, for the national team in a world cham-

the fuel tank up to model year 1983 – all in perfect

pionship. The results of the competition reflect the

working condition. It’s an ideal match for MOTOREX’s

professional skills of the competitors. For years now

passion for perfect lubrication solutions. MOTOREX

their ranks have also included women. Points are

lubricants are the right choice not only in chainsaws,

awarded and tallied for good performance (preci-

but in the factory filling of every new Husqvarna®

sion, quality, and speed). Penalty points are im-

motorcycle. •

felder-emmen.ch

posed if the work is poor or inadequate (failure to
observe safety regulations, damaging the wood,
etc.). Competitive disciplines such as tree felling,
chain fitting, bucking by combined cuts, precision
bucking, and limbing demand everything from
athlete and saw alike. The same saw must be used
throughout the entire competition. The next world
championship, postponed for one year, will take
place in 2022 in Belgrade, Serbia.

HUSKIES WITH WHEELS
There’s nothing reasonable about the human fascination with powerful engines. With gasoline running in Hanspeter Felder’s veins, it’s no surprise
that his decades-long hobby is collecting rare
Husqvarna® motorcycles, known to fans as Huskies.
His oldest bike was built in 1957. The collection inMOTORE X MAGA ZINE 119
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Husqvarna ® motorcycles make
Hanspeter Felder’s heart beat faster.
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INSIDE

EXPANDING
SPRAY PRODUCTION

DOUBLING CAPACITY
1

All production steps are now performed in the immediate vicinity.

2

Explosion-proof material production in “Max”,
the new five-tonne mixer.

16

3

Feeder lines from 1000-liter containers
in close proximity to the mixer.

The steadily growing demand for and variety of MOTOREX
sprays called for an innovative manufacturing approach. By
reducing spatial distance and putting an ingredient mixer
and a second production line into service, MOTOREX has
boosted efficiency and doubled production capacity.

Logistics has been a special focus of improvements. Only a few meters now separate active-substance production in “Max” the mixer (“Max” for maximum efficiency) and the filled
and finished spray cans. Two state-of-the-art, quick-setup production lines can produce
sprays in sizes ranging from 50 to 750 ml. Every step of production for MOTOREX aerosol
products can now be carried out under one roof. With the new parallel plant MOTOREX has
doubled its production capacity. •

4

High variance due to various CFC-free propellant gases
such as propane/butane gas/nitrogen mixtures.

5

Precision instruments check net weight
and seal quality.

6

Whether mini or maxi – the two production lines process
a wide range of spray sizes and spray nozzles.

7

Manual final inspection and packing.
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HIGH-END MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
WITH MOTOREX FROM A TO Z
HG Medical GmbH is committed to being “best in class”. Based in Germany’s Upper
Bavaria region with a subsidiary in the United States, the company has been producing
top-quality medical products for over 20 years. Close collaboration with MOTOREX
has played a key role in its success.
HG Medical stands out for the inventiveness and passion

conceptual stage all the way to approval. This approach

with which it drives progress in implant technology. A

makes it possible to meet stringent standards such as

perfect match for MOTOREX. A holistic approach is a

ISO 13485 and FDA820CFR. It requires flexibility from

key strength of both companies. Both cover the entire

the manufacturer and value-added solutions from

production process from A to Z, from research and

suppliers. This is the sort of added value MOTOREX

development to packing and shipping.

offers. Being “best in class” is a commitment for the
lubricant supplier too. HG Medical uses MOTOREX

18

TOP CERTIFICATIONS

products exclusively. Distribution partner Erhard

Nowadays having top certifications in every area is a

Bürk-Kauffmann GmbH and the MOTOREX team have

basic requirement for successful survival in medical

always been driven by continual improvement in

technology. HG Medical supports customers from the

every aspect of metalworking and remain so today.

Whether working CrNiMo steel or titanium, precision
and high surface quality are key success factors.

The company operates 28 specialized latest-generation
milling and turning centers with up to ten axes.

“The biostability, cutting performance, and human biocompatibility of
MOTOREX machining fluids are exemplary and offer enormous added
value in comparison with previous products.”
Stefan Kienbacher, head of production for HG Medical GmbH

A PARTNER TO CONSULT
Having a consultation partner for “everything” related

• reduced variety of machining fluids

to lubrication requires a relationship of absolute trust.

• simplified purchasing and logistics

HG Medical’s collaboration with MOTOREX and the

• a ll processing and auxiliary materials

MOTOREX sales representative at Bürk-Kauffmann is

from a single supplier

based on just such a relationship. In addition to the

• added value from services (PMO, analysis, etc.)

comprehensive MOTOREX Industrial Line product

• optimized, measurable process reliability

range, services and consultation are also important

• extended tool service lives

success factors. Short delivery routes and quick solu-

• professional consultation

tions offer the following advantages for HG Medical:

• enhanced sustainability and workplace quality

QUALITY IS …
…  achieving perfection while avoiding perfectionism.
Rigorous quality management enables HG Medical to
manufacture products efficiently and in compliance
with standards. 100 % vertical integration with a goal
of 100 % customer satisfaction requires continual process improvement and stringent quality control. It’s
all accomplished by over 100 trained employees
working three shifts. With all that going for it, HG
They’re convinced: HG Medical can depend on
MOTOREX for every lubrication challenge.
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Medical has a clear road to the future. •
hg-medical.de
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POWERSPORTS

“A PERFECT MATCH”

MOTOREX AND SHIMANO EUROPE

From January 2021, Shimano Europe is the exclusive distributor of the MOTOREX Bike Line
in 17 European countries. This is quite the badge of honor for the innovative MOTOREX
Bike Line, significantly expanding its distribution network and bringing the products to
cycling enthusiasts across the continent. Shimano Europe B.V. is the European distribution
subsidiary of leading bicycle component manufacturer Shimano.

20

Quick shifting under load: Shimano 12-speed cassette
with Hyperglide+ shift technology.

The collaboration includes interdisciplinary exchanges
in new development projects.

Jointly mounted and properly targeted marketing activities strengthen the
international presence of the Bike Line products and of the MOTOREX brand.

Like MOTOREX, Shimano Europe has vast expertise in

PRODUCTS AND DEVELOPMENT

its area of specialization. Both companies owe their

In the Bike Line, MOTOREX brings to the collabora-

present market standing to a strong pioneering spirit

tion a proven and highly developed bicycle care line

and high degree of innovation. MOTOREX products

that is well established in the markets. As early as

are the perfect complement for Shimano’s high-quality

2000 MOTOREX had launched readily biodegradable

bike portfolio and benefit in turn from its professional

products such as chain lubricants and cleaners in

distribution organization in Europe. The collaboration

the Bike Line. From then to the present day the prod-

between the two companies is taking place on three

uct range has seen steady further development and

levels:

expansion with a focus on technology. Although the

• distribution

collaboration between Shimano Europe and MOTO-

• products and development

REX is just beginning, both manufacturers are look-

• marketing

ing at new products that will help make tomorrow’s
cycling experience quieter, faster, smoother, and

EUROPE-WIDE DISTRIBUTION

safer than ever before.

Shimano Europe B.V. was founded in 1972 and is based
in Eindhoven, The Netherlands. In addition to Shimano

JOINT MARKETING

bicycle components, the company also distributes

Shimano bike components are the epitome of ad-

products under its own brands such as Lazer helmets

vanced technology and quality worldwide. Shimano

and Pearl Izumi sports apparel. Subsidiaries in the

Europe and its subsidiaries plan to undertake joint

Benelux, France, Italy, Scandinavia (NO, SE, FI, DK, IS),

marketing activities (advertising, events, social

Poland, the Baltic states, Spain, and Turkey each have

media, etc.) together with MOTOREX. This will not

their own marketing programs, technical customer

only enhance the visibility of MOTOREX Bike Line

service, and sales organizations. Shimano Europe B.V.

products but also further strengthen their interna-

exclusively offers MOTOREX care and lubricant prod-

tional market presence. •

ucts to its customers.
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WITH KONRAD ON
THE STEEP SLOPES

Technically sophisticated and innovative solutions for timber harvesting
in steep terrain are based on a large number of hydraulic functions.
As first-fill supplier for Konrad Forsttechnik GmbH, MOTOREX makes a
compelling case with high-performance Ecosynt HEES BE hydraulic oil,
along with plenty of agility.
Konrad Forsttechnik has earned a name for itself on

is used where the terrain is no longer passable using

the global market as a specialist in safe mechanized

conventional equipment. Konrad Forsttechnik is the

timber harvesting. The variety of products developed,

world market leader in yarder technology for forestry.

designed, and produced in Preitenegg in the state of

With over 60 % of output going to exports, the company

Carinthia, Austria, fall largely into two categories:

supplies customers as far away as Japan, Chile, and

harvester technology and yarder technology. The latter

New Zealand.

Mobile and streetlegal: the Mounty
(MT 30-2) mountain
harvester.
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SCAN THE QR CODE to watch the video
about the Mounty mountain harvester.

FOREST

Especially in very steep terrain, the Highlander
wheeled harvester’s synchronous stride travel
movement and built-in traction winch can accomplish
astonishing things.

FIRST CHOICE: MOTOREX
Hydraulic power transmission is an essential com
ponent right across Konrad’s product range. And
hydraulic fluid is a key element for safe, wear-free,
economical work. Sustainability is also a major con-

Production according to the latest standards:
With over 90 % vertical integration, nearly everything
is produced in-house. The focus is on work with
hydraulics.

sideration for Konrad. The share of machines filled
with biodegradable hydraulic oils or specifically ordered with them by customers is growing rapidly.
With readily biodegradable MOTOREX Ecosynt HEES
BE 46 hydraulic oil, MOTOREX has become a first-fill
supplier for Konrad. The following criteria were decisive in choosing MOTOREX:
• quality and extended service life
• Blue Angel environmental seal, especially
for export to Germany
• MOTOREX’s exceptional flexibility and
customer orientation
• on-site technical consultation
• support through oil analyses and
compatibility testing
• a ssistance with switching to bio hydraulic oil
• quick and flexible logistics
Especially for forestry, MOTOREX offers just the right
product for every lubricant application. Konrad Forsttechnik uses MOTOREX know-how in its pioneering
solutions for modern timber harvesting. •
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The Konrad Mounty harvester for mountainous
terrain is a radio-controlled, truck-mounted
cable crane system. It minimizes forest damage
due to logging work.

FACTS AND FIGURES
Company

Konrad Forsttechnik GmbH

Headquarters

Preitenegg, Austria

Established

1990

Employees

130

Website

www.forsttechnik.at

KONRAD
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PRACTICE

AT THE DIVING STATION WITH ROTAC BIO
The modernization of Stockholm’s Getingmidjan, one of Sweden’s busiest rail lines,
represents a major civil engineering challenge in the local skerry landscape.
Underwater at depths of up to ten meters, divers work on bridge foundations with
pneumatic hammer drills. With Rotac Bio hammer drill oil, MOTOREX is making
an important contribution to the success of the project.
When specialists look for tailor-made lubrication

to name just a few examples. Currently their work

solutions, they naturally turn to other specialists.

includes pumping water away from foundation

Dalmex AB of Bålsta, Sweden was no exception. The

elements so that new concrete foundations can be

company specializes in selling and maintaining

poured in a dry environment. Teams of three carry

demolition and drilling equipment. For over 20 years

out the work from a floating platform. The divers

Dalmex has focused on delivering top-quality prod-

communicate with the platform by radio. Diving

ucts to customers throughout Sweden. MOTOREX

time varies by depth. At depths of up to ten meters

lubricants such as hammer drill oil, drill bit separating

the frogmen work for about 70 minutes.

paste, technical greases and sprays are a permanent
and very popular fixture in their merchandise as-

WORKING UNDERWATER

sortment.

The platform carries all the necessary equipment,
such as a well-stocked workshop container, the
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HIGHLY SPECIALIZED

divers’ air supply, and the air compressor for the

Svenska Undervattensentreprenader AB, SUAB for

pneumatic tools. A key element in keeping the equip-

short, is a Dalmex AB customer and user of MOTOREX

ment functioning reliably is the hammer drill oil

products. SUAB performs work underwater or involv-

mixed into the compressed air. The air-oil mixture

ing water, including construction, repairs, sandblast-

lubricates and cools the tool even underwater! Good

ing, welding, formwork, pipeline work and cabling,

lubrication also facilitates switching tools, which

Work at the construction site is done from
well-equipped floating platforms.

It takes at least two people to put on the diving drysuit.

The hammer drill gets an extra
dose of lubricant before a dive.

The diver is secured by a line and is supplied with
oxygen and compressed air through hoses.

FACTS AND FIGURES
Company

Dalmex AB

Svenska Untervattensentreprenader AB

Headquarters

Bålsta

Strängnäs

Established

1992

1960

Employees

4
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Website

www.dalmex.se

www.suab.nu

also takes place underwater. Wearing the right clothing beneath the drysuit can help counter the effects

Skellefteå

SLUSSEN/
STOCKHOLM

Stockholm

• readily biodegradable in accordance
with OECD 301 B

of the cold water. Radio communication is a must to

• good protection against corrosion and wear

support the divers and ensure their safety.

• wide operating temperature range

Malmö

• ideal pressure absorption capacity

MOTOREX ROTAC BIO

• optimum adhesion

Following consultation with Dalmex, SUAB chose
MOTOREX Rotac Bio. For the specialists at SUAB, us-

GETTING IT DONE ON-DEADLINE

ing readily biodegradable lubricants is an impor-

As one of many subcontractors of the general con-

tant measure for reducing environmental impacts.

tractor Implenia, SUAB is responsible for only a

The fully synthetic fluid is designed for use in pneu-

portion of the work on the Getingmidjan project.

matically powered equipment, mixes well with

Modernizing the system, parts of which date back

compressed air, absorbs moisture in a controlled

to the 1950s, and getting it operational by the

fashion, and provides ideal protection against cor-

scheduled completion date will require compe-

rosion. Special additives prevent crystallization

tence, endurance, and innovation – all qualities

(freezing) of moisture in the compressed air. MOTO-

that distinguish MOTOREX in doing its part to

REX Rotac Bio is a preferred solution thanks to ben-

bring the project safely ashore. •

efits such as:
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BOX

PAUL’S HEAVY-DUTY SOAP DISPENSERS
The empty metal 1-liter oil containers were too
precious to scrap for Paul Tschanz, local manager
for Kehrli + Oeler Pneukrane und Transporte AG in
Bern (CH). In his spare time the trained mechanic
likes to tinker with old motorcycles and his 1957 MG A.
He uses MOTOREX fluids exclusively – and found his
shop filling up with stacks of metal cans as a result.
When the idea of making soap dispensers out of
used cans came to him, the solution was at hand.
Today twenty of his friends and acquaintances
have his handiwork on their walls. Cleaned and
sealed inside and out, the containers now dispense
soap and, since recently, hand lotion. Recycling
can be fun. Let’s hear it for Paul!

DID YOU KNOW THE MOTOREX-LOUNGE?
The MOTOREX-Lounge at Desmo Garage in
Pathum Thani, north of Bangkok, Thailand is a
trendy spot to chill. Since the lounge is inside a
repair shop, it has become a popular meeting
place for customers and Ducati® fans. The owner,
Sama Mangmeeseen (photo), worked for four
years as a mechanic at an official Ducati® dealership before opening his own business. The charismatic Italian motorcycles have lost none of
their fascination for him. When it comes to his
bikes, nothing but the best will do – his own
know-how and MOTOREX Moto Line lubricants
and care products.

OTTOREX
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SIMPLER AND
MORE ECONOMICAL:
FOCUS QTM.
For the entire fleet

With Focus QTM SAE 10W/30, MOTOREX is simplifying the complex
maintenance demands associated with mixed fleets of construction
machinery and trucks. This innovative and versatile motor oil covers
a wide range of manufacturer specifications and combines efficiency
with cost-effectiveness. www.motorex.com

Follow us:
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TOP FOR THE 10TH TIME!
Thank you for your trust
For the tenth time, the readers of “Auto-Illustrierte” magazine have
voted MOTOREX as their best brand in the “Lubricants” category.
If that wasn’t enough, we also took third place in the “Care products”
category as well. To ensure everything continues to run smoothly
in f uture, we constantly develop and improve our products for you.
www.motorex.com
Follow us:
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